UC410
PHANTOM-S™ (Gamepad Emulator for PS4 / PS3/ Xbox 360/ Xbox One)

The PHANTOM-S™ effectively enhances the speed of front sight accuracy in FPS shooting games, offering the best FPS gaming experience.
Not doing so well with FPS games on the PS4, PS3, XBOX 360, or XBOX One? Can’t aim and shoot fast enough or accurately? The PHANTOM-S™
is the answer for players fed up with the drawback of clumsy slow controllers!
The PHANTOM-S™ is specially designed to assist the gamer in FPS games on game consoles. You can abandon the conventional gamepad to enjoy
smooth controls, enhanced accuracy, and continuous-fire with a PC keyboard and mouse for fi rst-person shooter games on the PS4, PS3, XBOX
360, and XBOX One.
The PHANTOM-S™ adopts signal conversion technology proudly presented by ATEN. Our technology provides smooth mouse movements,
enhanced continuous-fire with directed straight-line accuracy, instant sensitivity adjustments, straightforward macro settings, laptop operation, and
regular updates that improve gameplay. The PHANTOM-S™ allows you to switch over and easily become an outstanding FPS player with
customized keyboard and mouse gameplay - whether you are a professional PC game player or a console game player.

Features
PC-like FPS Gaming Experience - Fast and Accurate:
The unique conversion technology of the PHANTOM-S™allows you to play PS4, PS3, XBOX 360, and XBOX One games with a wireless or
wired keyboard and mouse. Both are fully customizable and provide more convenient and smooth gameplay, when compared with conventional
analog gamepad and button sets. Gameplay with the PHANTOM-S™offers a satisfying experience of fast aiming and accurate shooting. In
addition, the optimized impact timing calibration of the PHANTOM-S™provides higher accuracy with continuous fi ring.
Regular Software/Firmware Updates:
The PHANTOM-S™ provides software to quickly confi gure the mappings between the keyboard/mouse and conventional gamepad, according
to your personal preferences. Macros can be set so that a single key may carry out specific instructions normally required by multiple key
combinations. ATEN provides regular PHANTOM-S™software updates that provide new functions and features, improve gameplay, and
support next generation game consoles, such as the PS4 and XBOX One.
Exclusive PLAY Mode:
In addition to gameplay with a USB keyboard and mouse, the PHANTOM-S™also supports laptop keyboards for direct PS4, PS3, XBOX 360,
and XBOX One gaming with the unprecedented experience of convenient and smooth game controls.

Specifications

Connectors
Front

3 x USB Type A Female (White)

Rear

3 x Mini USB Type A Female (black)

Switches
Reset

1 x Semi-recessed Pushbutton

LEDs
Turbo / *KB Mode

1 (Orange)

Setting

1 (Blue)

Power

1 (Blue)

Emulation
Keyboard

USB, Emulation

Mouse

USB, Emulation

Gamepad

USB, Bypass

Power
Consumption

5V, 1.95W

Environmental
Operating
Temperature

0–50°C

Storage
Temperature

-20–60°C

Humidity

0–80% RH, Non-condensing

Physical Properties
Housing

Metal

Weight

0.18 kg ( 0.4 lb )

Dimensions (L x W
x H)

10.60 x 7.90 x 2.44 cm
(4.17 x 3.11 x 0.96 in.)

Note

For some of rack mount products, please note that the standard physical dimensions of WxDxH are expressed using
a LxWxH format.
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